Teacher’s Copy of TOEFL Speaking Mock Test 6
This is meant to accompany Kindle Prep’s “TOEFL Speaking Full Test 3”
- it is to be used for educational purposes only; not for profit. Use this
handout to run students through a mock examination in your TOEFL exam
prep course. Break students into pairs, and have them take turns completing
each task. So, student A will complete Task 1 while student B (student A’s
partner) acts as monitor. Then, student B will complete Task 2 while student
A acts as monitor, and so on.
If you want every student to practice each task, then, after student B
completes Task 6, inform your class that you will be running through the
mock examination a second time. However, this time you will swap
positions, so whoever completed Task 1 will complete Task 2 instead.
A note for teachers -- pay special attention to the following aspects of
your student’s responses:
● Delivery: How clear your speech is. Good responses are those in
which the speech is fluid and clear, with good pronunciation, natural
pacing, and natural-sounding intonation patterns.
● Language Use: How effectively you use grammar and vocabulary to
convey your ideas. Raters will be listening for how well you can control
both basic and more complex language structures and use appropriate
vocabulary.
● Topic Development: How fully you answer the question and how
coherently you present your ideas. Good responses generally use all or
most of the time allotted, and the relationship between ideas and the
progression from one idea to the next is clear and easy to follow.”

Instructions:
Tasks 1 and 2 are independent speaking tasks. You have 15 seconds
to prepare your response, and 45 seconds to deliver it.
Task 1
Describe the most memorable classroom experience you’ve ever had.
Use details and examples to explain why it was memorable. {15s prep, 45s
answer}
Key Points:
● An understanding of the question.
● A description, for example:
○ “I will never forget that one time I was half-asleep in the front of
Dr. Wayne Biddle’s ‘Business Ethics’ Class at Grove City College.
He paused for a moment, wound up, and kicked the front of my
desk as hard as he could…”
● An explanation of why it was memorable, for example:

○ “… I was shocked! Talk about a wake-up call. I was angry and
embarrassed, but I never did sleep in his class again. Looking
back, it was an important lesson in tough love and respect. We
actually became friends after the incident, and I often visited his
office with questions. I’ve had many memorable classroom
experiences in my day, but that one will always stay with me.”
Task 2

Some people prefer to work during the day and take classes at night.
Others prefer to work at night and take classes during the day. Which do
you prefer? Explain why. {15s prep, 45s answer}

Key Points:
● State your preference.
○ “I prefer to work during the day, and take classes at night.”
○ “I prefer to take classes during the day, and work at night.”
● Explain your preference, for example:
○ “I prefer to take classes during the day, and work at night for a
couple of reasons. First, I tend to be more alert during the day,
and, frankly, I would rather be sharper and more focused in my
classes than at work because my classes are more important to
me. Second, all of my friends take classes during the day, and I
enjoy going to class more when they’re there. Learning, at least
for me, is more rewarding when it’s a social activity. Another
point is that I work in a restaurant, and we tend to be busier at
night, which means I make more money when I work at night.
That reason alone would be enough to tip the scales in favor of
working at night. Money is important. Those are just a couple of
the reasons that I prefer to take classes during the day, and
work at night.”
Instructions (continued):
Tasks 3 and 4 are integrated speaking tasks. You have 45 seconds to
read a short text, you will then hear a short conversation, or part of a
lecture, on the same topic. You may take notes during both the reading
and listening sections. Next you will see a question concerning the

information you read and heard. Finally, you will have 30 seconds to prepare
your response, and 60 seconds to respond.
Task 3

Change in Discussion Sections… The university has decided to increase
the number of students in discussion-based classes from 8 students to 15
students per class. Due to the recent increased enrollment, the number of
students in each discussion-based class needs to be increased accordingly.
There are just too many students for our limited number of classrooms and
professors. Plus, the university’s limited budget restricts the number of
classrooms we can staff and maintain, so we have no choice but to allow
more students to be in each discussion class.
[listen to audio] … {instructor’s note: begin at 3:45 mark}
Question: The man expresses his opinion about the school’s decision.
State his opinion and explain the reasons he gives for holding that opinion.
{30s prep, 60s answer}
Key Points:
● State the man’s opinion. Here’s a summary of his opinion:
○ “He’s not happy that the university is increasing the number of
students in each discussion class -- if they really cared about
their student’s experience, then they wouldn’t do this…”
● Explain his reasons for holding that opinion. Say something like this:
○ “… These classes should be kept small. Otherwise they’re
unorganized, noisy, and it’s difficult to have discussions
efficiently. [There’s nothing more frustrating than sitting in one
of those classes, when it’s too big, waiting for your turn to
speak, and then waiting some more, and then waiting some
more, and then the class is over before it’s ever your turn.] And
it’s not like the school doesn’t have enough money; enrollment

increased. They should just use that money to hire more
professors so that our discussion classes can remain small.”
Task 4
“Read a passage about information overload. You will have 45 seconds
to read the article. Begin reading now.”
Information Overload… Information overload is a term which refers to
an excess amount of information being provided, making processing and
absorbing tasks very difficult for the individual. It’s a symptom of the
high-tech age, which is too much for one human being to absorb in an
expanding world of people and technology. It comes from all sources
including TV, newspapers, Internet, and magazines as well as wanted and
unwanted regular e-mail and faxes. As a result, there is a downfall or a
negative impact within this issue. Because the amount of information being
produced from various people on the net, the problem of Information
Overload increases.
[listen to audio] … {instructor’s note: begin at 7:47 mark}
Question: The professor talks about the concept of information
overload. Using examples and details from the lecture, explain the two ways
to deal with information overload. {30s prep, 60s answer}
Key Points:
● Explain the two ways to deal with information overload.
○ Be selective, for example:
■ Consider a woman, running her own business, who needs
to hire a new employee. She puts an ad in the newspaper,

and gets way too many applications in response. There’s
too much information in each resume for her to absorb.
So, she decides to select one specific part of the resumes
to look at, the work experience. By doing this, and gauging
potential employees solely on their work experience, she is
able to handle the information overload, and find the right
applicant.
○ Ignore the whole thing, seriously.
■ One of my colleagues receives a massive amount of emails
everyday, but most of them are junk mail. So he simply
ignores them, and, voila, problem solved.
Instructions (continued):
Tasks 5 and 6 involve a short listening passage. You may take notes

as you listen. After listening to the conversation or lecture, you will see a

question. You have 20 seconds to prepare your response, and 60 seconds to
deliver it.
Task 5
“Now listen to a conversation between two students.”
[listen to audio] … {instructor’s note: begin at 11:21 mark}
Question: The speakers discuss two possible solutions to the man’s
problem. Briefly summarize the problem then state which solution you
recommend and explain why. {20s prep, 60s answer}
Key Points:
● Summarize the man’s problem.

○ Matt has a job interview in an hour, but he doesn’t have a suit.
He stayed over at his parents last night, and forgot to bring it
with him. Now he doesn’t have time to get it before the
interview.
● Give reasons to support your preferred solution.
○ He should spend his bicycle savings on a new suit. There

shouldn’t even be a question in his mind because getting this job
is far more important than getting a new bicycle. What’s more,
he can always buy a new bicycle with the money he’s going to
earn working this new job. He better make a decision fast
though because the clock is ticking.

○ He should borrow his roommates suit, even though it’s too big.
He can make the best of it by turning up the trousers and neatly
cuffing the sleeves. Unfortunately, he won’t be dressed quite as
sharply as he would like to be, but there are far more important
things than looking good in an interview. As long as he carries
himself with confidence, and presents himself well, then he will
be just fine.
Task 6
“Listen to part of a lecture in an art class.”
[listen to audio] … {instructor’s note: begin at 14:23 mark}
Question: Using points and examples from the talk, explain two ways
that enabled artists to paint their works realistically during the Renaissance
Period. {20s prep, 60s answer}
Key Points:

● Mirrors:
○ During the Renaissance, artists used mirrors to make more
realistic paintings than ever before. How? A Renaissance painter
would put a mirror behind see-through paper, then place an
object, such as a bowl of fruit, just so that its outline was
reflected by the mirror (through the paper), and then basically
trace the mirrored image. This way they were able to paint
things in detail, and their artwork had an almost photographic
realism.
● A new medium, oil paints:
○ A change in medium, the development and use of oil paints, was
another thing that enabled Renaissance artists to make more
realistic paintings. These oil paints took a much longer time to
dry than any paints that were previously used, and this gave the
artists more time to draw in every single detail, making their
work more realistic.

